Solving problems by connecting customers with the right solutions.

It’s about sustainment, integration, doing more with less, and maximizing shrinking budgets.

You can count on ADS to get you ready for anything. Allow us to help you identify and procure the best solutions to maximize your budget, meet your deadlines, and complete your mission.

adsinc.com

No matter where your requirement is in its life cycle, we can help.

We leverage our diverse supplier relationships to source and integrate a total solution that is on time and on target, every time.

We’re known for collaborating across the industry. No matter what you’re looking for, our subject matter experts can quickly find and deliver the information and equipment you need. Bring us your mission - Your success is our purpose.

adsinc.com/support

For more information, contact your ADS Representative or visit us online at ADSINC.COM.
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We understand the complexities of contracting and work with you every step of the way.

We work closely with government agencies like DLA and GSA every day.

Leverage our award-winning expertise. Our team of procurement specialists have decades of Federal and DOD procurement experience, so we understand the challenges you face and how to navigate the process in a smooth and efficient manner.

We help you identify the benefits, drawbacks and timelines of your contracting options so you can confidently choose the route that best fits your needs.

adsinc.com/contracts

GSA SCHEDULES
ADS HAS MORE THAN 20,000 ITEMS ON GSA SCHEDULES.

We are a small business and hold multiple GSA Contracts for equipment and professional services. ADS can provide extremely competitive pricing and further streamline the process. Our expertise in GSA contract purchasing has earned us the 32nd ranking in Bloomberg’s Top 50 GSA Suppliers (2016).

CONTRACTS:
+ Medical Equipment & Supplies GSA/VA Contract #: V797P-2135D
+ Medical Equipment & Supplies Federal Contract #: GS-07F-5965P

MEDICAL PRIME VENDOR - DAPA
THOUSANDS OF PRODUCTS, ONE SINGLE SUPPLIER.

These DAPA schedules allow commands to purchase through the Prime Vendor Program with Owens and Minor and Cardinal Heath. With over 124 manufactures and more than 3,827 products on schedule, ADS can provide extremely competitive pricing and provide readiness at reduced cost for your medical equipment and supply requirements.

CONTRACTS:
+ General Med-Surg Contract #: SP0200-10-H-0092
+ Medical Equipment Contract #: SP0200-11-H-0003

MEDICAL SUPPLY CHAIN - ECAT
SIMPLE ONLINE ORDERING AND QUICK DELIVERY.

ECAT is an online ordering, distribution and payment system providing DoD and other federal customers access to multiple manufacturer and distributor commercial catalogs at discounted prices. This highly efficient system enables deploying military units to rapidly acquire the full spectrum of products necessary to satisfy their requirements.

CONTRACTS:
+ Critical Care Equipment Contract #: SPM2D11-2-D-8208
+ Medical & Surgical Instruments, Equipment & Supplies Contract #: SPM2DE-14-D-7604

ADS partner, JTM Training Group, lives the philosophy of giving those individuals going into harms way the best available training and skills to save lives and return home safely. As a previous USAF Pararescueman and police officer, JTM’s founder, Jim Mitchell, is dedicated to U.S. and NATO special operations assets requiring a cost-effective and high-end option for unit level training requirements. JTM provides 3 main topics of education & support to include:

1. Medical certification, re-certification & training based in the pre-hospital environment
2. Ground tactics programs infused with practical medicine
3. Specialized training focused on customer requirements
**Tactical Mechanical Tourniquet “TMT”**

The TMT is a hemorrhage control device specifically designed for massive hemorrhage control of an extremity. Using lessons learned from the battlefield, the TMT is designed to ensure ease of application, definitively control hemorrhage and eliminate the current tourniquet “percentage of failure” rates. Taught as a self-aid/buddy-aid task, the TMT requires minimal training to instantly treat life-threatening hemorrhage of an extremity.

**SAROS OXYGEN SYSTEM**

The SAROS Oxygen System is replacing oxygen cylinders and large oxygen generation equipment used in field hospitals, casualty evacuation, en route care, and on the battlefield. SAROS consistently maintains an FiO2 by adjusting to a patient’s respiratory rate. Increased oxygen demands that often occur as part of a patient’s medical treatment are automatically adjusted with the autoSAT system. This improved technology triumphs over the need for bulky external medical pouches. Patent No. 8,925,115. The contents follow all Tactical Combat Casualty Care (TCCC) guidelines.

**DEPLOYMENT TRAUMA KIT 2**

Using a patented pressure sealed, plate shaped design allows operators to comfortably wear medical gear in the negative space behind their ballistic plates. Phokus trauma kits are designed for quick deployment, protected and instantly accessible; eliminating the need for bulky external medical pouches. Patent No. 8,925,115. The contents follow all Tactical Combat Casualty Care (TCCC) guidelines.

**S.C.O.T.T. TRAUMA MEDICAL PACK**

- Universal Medical Pack
- Capable of being outloaded to sustain a Mass Casualty situation
- Modular pack compatible with U.S. Military MOLLE components
- Sicks call and minor Surgical bags
- Expandable section for stowage of personal equipment
- Interior hydration sleeve ( Bladder not included )
- Pre-Rigged for Airborne Operations
- Main compartment: 14” L x 6” W x 19.5” H; 1650 cubic inches

**TCCC Cut Suit**

The main goals of Tactical Combat Casualty Care (TCCC/EMS) are to treat the casualty, prevent additional casualties and complete the mission. The TCCC Cut Suit is specially suited to accomplish these goals in training. Firstly, it allows medical providers to treat the three primary causes of death on the battlefield on a real human casualty: uncontrollable hemorrhage (“with a blood distribution system”), airway compromise, and tension pneumothorax. Secondly, it has a streamlined frame with a minimal wearer profile to increase the Hyper-Realism™ of any training scenario. Finally, the unit is completely user-customizable and user-repairable, minimizing costly repairs and long term reoccurring costs.

**HALO RX SYSTEM**

The HALO Rx system is a revolutionary TeleMedicine and TeleHealth system integrating a HMD with a communications capability and linking it to various medical patient monitoring systems.

**RIGID – LIGHTWEIGHT INTEGRATED FIELD TRANSPORT (R-LIFT)**

Fully rigid litter features built in inflatable air bladder to support head and align spine, load rated patient securing straps designed for hoist operations and backpack carrying case with MOLLE attachment. Integrated compact size makes storage and transport easy. Also features replaceable emergency blanket and head straps to stabilize head. This litter is easily assembled by one person.

**SOFT-LIGHTWEIGHT INTEGRATED FIELD TRANSPORT (S-LIFT)**

A lightweight multi-purpose bag that easily transforms into a medical litter. The lightest semi-rigid litter available, at only 3.5lbs when combined with Combat Carbon Poles (sold separately.)

**TACTICAL BATH**

For each bathing day each soldier will have (1) 8 Pack Bathing System that is resealable. The following is the application protocol:

- Once per bathing day the soldier will use (6) towels to apply Combat One™ to their entire skin surface including private and facial areas.
- The towels should be applied to the skin with moderate pressure using both sides of the towel, one towel per area.
- After towel application to each localized area allow to air dry.
- Alignment bathing system with foam / spray as needed.
- This protocol should be administered each bathing day.

*Follow directions on bag for towel usage

**28 PJ VERTICAL LIFT RESCUE SLED**

The Med Sled® 28 PJ Vertical Lift Rescue Sled provides all of the functionality of wider MS36VLR System in a 28” wide platform for more compact, tighter environments.
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